Greater Montréal,
a Major Hub for
Smart Transportation
and Sustainable
Mobility

A world leading economic
development agency
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Why invest in smart transportation and sustainable mobility in
Greater Montréal?

Strategic market access
thanks to many free trade
agreements and the proximity
of many equipment
manufacturers

A world-class R&D cluster
with 60+ renowned research
organizations, such as IREQ
and the Innovative Vehicle
Institute

Perfect weather conditions
for road tests

A large complete ecosystem
and a vertically integrated
supply chain

The opportunity to produce
the greenest vehicles and
batteries in the world

Lower operating costs than
any other major metropolis in
Canada or the U.S.

A favorable business
environment thanks to many
public policies and a culture of
sustainable mobility

Cutting-edge expertise in
electric vehicles, specialized
vehicles, batteries, etc.

Significant government
support and attractive tax
credits and incentives
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A strong and growing
metropolis, strategically
located in North America
Population
▪ 4.3 million residents
▪ 23% of population are foreign-born
(34% for the city of Montréal)

Economy
▪ Fastest economic growth in Canada in 2021
▪ Among the strongest economic growth
forecasts in Canada in 2022
▪ $3.765 billion in foreign direct investment
in 2021 supported by Montréal International

MONTRÉAL
VANCOUVER

TORONTO
LONDON

CHICAGO
BOSTON
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON

Location
▪ 82 municipalities, 1 metropolitan area
▪ A 90-minute flight to Boston and New York City
▪ Less than a one-hour drive to the U.S. border
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Source: Conference Board of Canada, 2022; Statistics Canada, 2022; Montréal
International Analysis.
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A Strategic Location for
Transportation Equipment
Manufacturing

The manufacturing industry,
a major sector in Québec

14% of Québec’s GDP
Close to

500,000 jobs

13,500+ companies
86% of Québec’s exports
A complete and diversified ecosystem
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Source: Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation, Portrait manufacturier des
régions du Québec, 2021; Statistics Canada, International merchandise trade
and Institut de la statistique du Québec, 2022.

A strong transportation
equipment manufacturing
industry
A booming industry
▪ 460+ companies

▪ Close to 60,000 jobs
▪ $6,5B+ in GDP (2021)
A variety of expertise in transportation
▪ The whole value chain is in Québec:
manufacturing, design, assembly, etc.
▪ Specialized vehicle expertise: buses, coaches,
trucks, garbage trucks, armoured vehicles,
ambulances, police vehicles, motorcycles,
snowmobiles, three-wheel vehicles

Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey, 2022; Statistics Canada, Table
36-10-0402-01, 2022.
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A large ecosystem with many specialized suppliers
Examples of Québec companies in various ground transportation sectors
Special vehicles

Coaches and trucks

Recreational
vehicles

Rail
transportation

Many OEMs

130+
suppliers
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A gateway to 60% of the
world’s GDP

Key North American motor vehicle equipment
manufacturing hubs are within 2,000 km

Thanks to CUSMA, CETA, CPTPP
and 12 other free trade agreements in force*

Montréal
Chicago

Direct access to 1.5 billion consumers
and a combined GDP of U.S.$50 trillion
(60% of the world’s output of goods and services)

Toronto
Detroit

Nashville

Only Canada has free trade agreements
with all other G7 countries

awa
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*Canada-United States-Mexico Agreement (CUSMA), Comprehensive
Economic
and Trade Agreement (CETA) and Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement
for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP)
Source: World Trade Organization, 2020; World Bank, 2019; Census Bureau,
2020.

Proximity to nearly 65% of the cell
manufacturing capacity in North America
(Auto Alley rail links)

The ideal access point for an efficient supply chain

Vancouver Toronto
5 hrs
35 hrs
Canada

Asia

Montréal

23% of all Port of
Montréal traffic

Europe
10 days

United States
32 border crossings
24 hrs
6 hrs
New York
Chicago

14 hrs

36 hrs

Los Angeles

50 hrs

6.5 hrs

6 hrs

40 days

13.5 hrs

Africa
16 days

South
America
22 days

10 hrs

10 hrs

* Time required for export and import documentary compliance and border compliance.
Source: CargoM, 2020; Transport Québec, 2020; World Bank roup, “Doing Business”, 2020.

Canada
ranks 1st among G7
countries for the ease
of flow of goods*
across borders
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A Thriving Hub in Electric
Transportation and Smart
Mobility

A strong government engagement to support the industry and
clean technologies

▪ $8B+ in funding to decarbonize and invest in
clean technologies, batteries and hydrogen
from the Government of Canada (2022-2023
budget announcement)

▪ $3B+ in investments by the Québec government to
develop lower-carbon modes of transportation
in the Plan for a Green Economy 2030
▪ $730M in public and private investments
planned in the Action Plan for the Ground
Transportation and Sustainable Mobility Industry
2018-2023

Québec, a key player in the fight against climate
change
No. 1 renewable energy producer in North
America
More than 99% of the electricity is
produced from a clean and renewable
source (hydroelectricity, wind power,
biomass)
overnment of Québec’s 2030 Plan for a
Green Economy: Reduce GHG emissions
by 37.5% compared to 1990 by 2030 and
reach carbon neutrality by 2050
Member of several international groups for
reducing GHG

Source: Gouvernement du Québec et du Canada, 2022; Ministère des Relations internationales et de la Francophonie, Incontournable Québec, 2021.
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A large ecosystem powered by many supporting organizations

Industry groups

Research and innovation centres

Sustainable
mobility
ecosystem in
Québec

Funding organizations

Public transportation infrastructure

- And many more!
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Québec’s electricity industry,
a strategic asset to
decarbonize the economy
▪ 7th global hydro power producer
▪ Hydro-Québec, Canada’s largest electricity
producer and one of the largest hydro power
producers in the world
▪ Québec’s electricity industry, a thriving sector:
▪ 63,000 jobs
▪ $16.9B contribution to Québec’s

DP

▪ $5B in export to over 170 countries

Large international companies in the industry are
in Greater Montréal

Daniel-Johnson Dam (Manic-5) © Hydro-Québec

Source: Association de l’industrie électri ue du Québec, L’industrie électri ue du
Québec : Pilier d’une économie carboneutre, Annual Report 2021.
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Cutting-edge expertise in
electric and smart
vehicles
A solid industry
Close to 150 companies
6,200+ jobs

$1.3B in GDP
A large ecosystem and a strategic location
▪ A large ecosystem with expertise across the
value chain: active materials and components,
battery cell and module production, assembly,
integration into vehicles, recycling, etc.
▪ A strategic location in proximity to nearly 65%
of the cell manufacturing capacity in North
America
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Source: Propulsion Québec, 2021; Statisti ue Canada, 2021.

Downtown Montréal © Montréal International

Made-in-Québec electric vehicles

BOMBARDIER
RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS
(BRP)
A fully electric Spyder with a
170-km range. 70% of BRP
recreational products are
exported to the U.S.
LION BUS
The first OEM to sell a fully electric
school bus. Its vehicles are also
available in California,
Massachusetts and New York.

DOPPLEMAYR

MOVERA
An iconic shuttle
vehicle developed
by a consortium for
Calgary
International Airport.

POSI
+

TAIGA MOTORS

KARGO
A vehicle that is 90% aluminum.
30% of all vehicles produced go to
mines outside North America.
ALSTOM
NOVABUS
Volvo is making the most of
reater Montréal’s position as
the only centre of expertise in
transportation electrification in
North America.

LITO GREEN
MOTION

LETENDA

MOTREC
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A culture of sustainable,
low-carbon urban mobility

▪ Québec, no. 1 for vehicle electrification in
Canada
▪ Largest charging network with more than 3,400
electric stations, including 600 fast charging
stations
▪ Public transportation networks adopting
sustainable mobility technologies
Acquire only electric vehicles as of 2025 and
achieve zero emissions for vehicles by 2040
Pioneer of car-sharing in North America with
3,000+ vehicles, including 200+ electric
vehicles
Bicycle-sharing system with 2,400+ electric
BIXI bikes and 7,000+ regular BIXI bikes in
700+ stations
67 km of light rail system with 26 stations
(under construction)
© Sylvie Li @ shoot Studio - Tourisme Montréal

Source: Le Circuit Électrique, 2022; Communauto, 2022; BIXI 2022.
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Many companies have chosen Greater Montréal
2020
2020

2018

Electric vehicles
Dana acquires TM4

Automotive Components
Expansion of aluminum
suspension components
manufacturing plant

2017

Electric mobility
Sets up its North
American centre of
excellence in electric
mobility in Montréal

Automotive
components
Michelin acquires
Camso

2019

Electric vehicles
Dana ac uires
Nordresa

Energy
Establishes of a digital
research center for
electrical networks

2017

2018

2019

Ground and rail
transportation
Adds ground
transportation to
specialized service
offering

Sustainable
mobility
Establishes of an
R&D office in
individual mobility

Mobility solutions
Opens innovation lab

Transportation safety
Opens an office with a
technological development
centre

Recycling of plastic
waste
Partnership to industrialize
an innovative recycling
technology

2020

Electromechanics
Expands plant to grow EVrelated operations

2021

Rail transport
Alstom acquires
Bombardier Transport

2021

2022

Electric bus
Upgrades its facilities
and manufacturing
plant processes

Urban mobility
Lyft acquires
bike-sharing
company, PBSC

Examples of other leaders who have
invested in reater Montréal
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The opportunity to produce
the greenest electric vehicles
in the world
Green inputs and technologies:
Presence of metals used to manufacture
batteries and special alloys for lighter
vehicles (large reserves of lithium, graphite,
titanium, phosphate, cobalt, niobium and
vanadium)

One of the least polluting primary
aluminum productions in the world with
the development of revolutionary processing
methods*
Technologies to recycle 95% of end-oflife battery materials

* Elimination of GHG emissions related to aluminum production (ELYSIS Project).
Source: Lithion, 2021; Hydro-Québec, 2021.
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An expertise in the entire electric vehicle value chain
Materials
(Raw, refined and
precursors)

Active
materials and
components

Production and assembly
of battery packs

Integration in the
vehicle

Recycling and
reusing

Cell and module production

Battery pack assembly

Charging solutions
Note: FLO and EVduty are subsidiaries of AddEnergie and ELMEC, respectively.
Source: Analyse Montréal International.

And many more!

The smart transportation sector is supported by a strong IT
industry
Example of major IT and transportation
companies located in Greater Montréal

▪ 160,000+ IT professionals and 7,000+ companies in

reater Montréal

▪ Lowest operating costs in North America for software development
▪ Broadly diversified industry:

Cybersecurity
▪

1st

in Canada in terms of
research chairs,
laboratories and study
programs in cybersecurity
▪ World-class researchers
in cybersecurity, including
cyber resilience and critical
infrastructure cybersecurity

AI
▪ Global leaders such as
Google, Microsoft and
Meta have chosen Montréal
for their R&D hub
▪ AI based on the common
good and ethics with the
Montréal Declaration and
organizations such as
OBVIA

Source: Montréal International’s estimate based on the 2018 TECHNOCompétences’ Labour Diagnostic in ICT in Québec; Techno Montréal, 2017; LinkedIn Talent Insights, 2020;
Statistics Canada, 2019; and Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), 2019; fDi Benchmark, 2019; CBRE, “Scoring Tech Talent”, 2021.
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A Vast Collaborative
Innovation Ecosystem

Port of Montréal

A global R&D centre

▪ R&D is the leading inward FDI business activity
in Greater Montréal between 2015 and 2020*
(30%+ of total FDI)

Sample of major R&D centres located
in Greater Montréal

▪ Numerous R&D centres and innovation labs of
major companies are active in AI, software
development, aerospace, life sciences,
cybersecurity, video games, etc.
▪ Québec is also 1st in Canada for R&D
investments in % of GDP: $9.7B in R&D
spending**
▪ Tailor-made R&D tax credits, among the most
generous in Canada and the U.S.

Note:
* From May 2015 to April 2020.
** including $5.7B spent by companies and $3.6B by universities.
Source: Tier 2 Cities of the Future 2020/21 Winners, based on Fdi Markets, 2021; InfoSource, 2019; Statistics Canada, Table 27 10 0359 01, 2016, and Table 27 10 0273 01, 2017.
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Hydro-Québec’s research
institute in Varennes, hub for
advanced tech
▪ IREQ, ydro-Québec’s research institute, is
renowned for its battery expertise
▪ Close to 30 groups and research centres, including
the Center of Excellence in Transportation
Electrification and Energy Storage, among the
world’s Top 10 for lithium-ion battery expertise
▪ Access to 100+ patent families and 60+ licensing
agreements
▪ 250+ scientific publications by
100+ researchers with available exclusive rights
▪ Many research partnerships, such as:
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Source: Hydro-Québec, 2021.

Aerial view of Institut de recherche d’ ydro-Québec (IREQ)
in Varennes © ydro-Québec

The Innovative Vehicle
Institute, an applied research
centre at the heart of
Québec’s innovation chain
▪ Expertise in EVs, autonomous vehicles and
connected vehicles
▪ Cutting-edge research and testing
infrastructures, such as an environmental
chamber, roller dynamometers, AV-900, etc.
▪ 500+ projects completed with 120+ companies
since 2015, such as Dana TM4, Lion électrique,
LTS Marine, MTB Transit Solution ou Letenda
▪ Leads large-scale projects, such as the
Rechargeable Fleet for light vehicles and heavy
trucks

© Institut du véhicule innovant

Source: Innovative Vehicle Institute, 2021.
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World-renowned researchers in intelligent transportation and
sustainable mobility who make Montréal shine
Maarouf Saad

Catherine Morency

Power Electronics and Industrial Control Research
roup ( RÉPCI)

Canada Research Chair in the Mobility of People
Mobility Chair

Ke Wu
Advanced Research Centre In Microwaves
And Space Electronics (Poly-grames)

Andréa Lodi
Canada Excellence Research Chair
in Data Science for Real-Time Decision-Making

Jérôme Le Ny

Sylvain Coulombe

Mobile Robotics And Autonomous
Systems Laboratory

Mc ill Centre for Innovation in Storage and
Conversion of Energy
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World-renowned researchers in intelligent transportation and
sustainable mobility who make Montréal shine
Joao Pedro Fernandez

René Jr. Landry

Canada Research Chair in Efficient Electric
Vehicles with Hybridized Energy Storage Systems

LASSENA (Laboratory of Space Technologies,
Embedded Systems, Navigation and Avionic)

Loic Boulon
Canada Research Chair in Energy Sources for the
Vehicles of the Future

Miguel Anjos
Canada Research Chair in Discrete Nonlinear
Optimization in Engineering

Youmin Zhang
Networked Autonomous Vehicles (NAV) Lab

Benoît Boulet
Intelligent Automation Lab, Centre for Intelligent
Machines
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Headquarters of Transport
Canada’s only automobile
testing and research centre*
▪ Transport Canada’s only automobile testing and
one of the few in North America to perform
compliance testing per Canadian and U.S.
standards (CMVSS and FMVSS)
▪ 25 km of test tracks and proving grounds
▪ Cutting-edge research infrastructures:
preparation and collision laboratory, environmental
chambers, etc.

Québec’s climate is perfect for road tests
▪ Harsh winter conditions and hot summers
▪ Abundant precipitation and a wide range of
temperatures

© PMG Technologies

* Run by PM Technologies.
Source: PM Technologies, 2022.
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A Deep and Growing Pool
of Highly Qualified Talent

S uare Victoria © Montréal International

A large pool of workers
Examples of sector-related occupations
(All industries combined)

Workers,
2021

Manufacturing directors

17,000

Mechanical, electrical and electronic engineers

15,200

Auto, truck and bus mechanics and technicians

11,800

Industrial electricians and electromechanics

7,000

Machinists and machining and tooling inspectors

6,600

Electronic and electrical engineering technicians

5,700

Industrial, manufacturing and mechanical
engineering technicians

4,900

Construction millwrights and industrial mechanics

4,800

Industrial and manufacturing engineers

4,700

Supervisor in the manufacture of other metal
products and mechanical parts

2,600

Source: Statistics Canada, special compilation based on data from Labour Force
Survey, 2022.
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The best student city
in the Americas and Canada’s
university capital
▪ Canada’s university capital: 15 university
institutions and 60 colleges
▪ 320,000 post-secondary students, including
more than 200,000 university students
and 50,000 international students
▪ 1st in Canada for university research funding
with nearly $2B per year
Best student
city in the
Americas

1

Montréal

2

Toronto

3

New York

4

Vancouver

5

San Francisco

tied with Boston

tied with Boston

QS Best Student
Cities Rankings
2022
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Source: QS Best Student Cities in the World, 2022; Ministry of Education and
Higher Education, 2021; Research Infosource Inc., 2021.

McTavish Street © Montréal International

Close to 70,000 university
students enrolled in ground
transportation-related
programs
Examples of ground transportationrelated university programs

Students
enrolled,
2021-2022

Computer Science

24,482

Mechanical Engineering

11,027

Civil, Construction and Transportation
Engineering

9,299

Electrical and Electronics Engineering

7,959

Computer Engineering

4,898

Industrial Engineering

4,662

Chemical Engineering

2,234

Production Management

1,888

Industrial Design
McGill University © Montréal International

Source: Ministère de l’Éducation et de l’Enseignement supérieur, 2022.

975
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Cutting-edge technical
training programs

▪ Many specialized study programs, such as
master’s program in embedded systems, hybrid
vehicle and control programs, etc.
▪ Examples of vocational and technical training
programs:
Canada’s 1st centre of expertise for
training on EV technology

The EV Skills Program (programme
Compétences VÉ), structured training
and recognized certification in electric
and hybrid vehicle maintenance and
repair
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Competitive Operating
Costs and Incentives

Mary Queen of the World Cathedral / Skyline of downtown © Tourisme Montréal

The lowest operating costs in Canada and the United States

Operating cost index for the operation of
a transportation technology R&D center*
Selected 20 North American metropolitan areas, 2022

100 102 108

110

123 126 127 127 127 128
112 113 115 120

131

141

153 156

169

178

28% average cost advantage in
Montréal for compagnies operating a
transportation technology R&D center

San Francisco

New York

Washington

Boston

Seattle

Houston

Chicago

Los Angeles

Minneapolis

Denver

San Diego

Philadelphia

Dallas

Detroit

Atlanta

Phoenix

Tampa

Miami

Toronto

Montréal

Indice Montréal = 100

Also, a cost advantage of:
•
28% for an auto R&D centre
•
18% for an automotive original
e uipment manufacturing plant
•
19% for an automotive parts
manufacturing plant

* Total operating costs include labor, real estate, and utilities, in SD. Costs estimated on an annual basis for 40 employees and 17,222 s uare feet of office space.
Source: fDi Benchmark, 2022.
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Advantageous salaries for employers
Annual salaries* (U.S.$) for 7 typical professions in smart transportation
Selection of 8 major North American cities, 2022
Montréal

Toronto

Colombus

Minneapolis

Detroit

Austin

Chicago

San
Francisco

Electrical
Engineering
Technician

$62,836

$67,413

$74,209

$79,280

$78,673

$78,828

$82,573

$92,586

Battery Engineer

$68,511

$73,105

$98,260

$106,866

$106,790

$109,288

$108,271

$125,311

Automotive
Engineer

$80,949

$86,108

$101,910

$110,543

$110,559

$113,374

$111,983

$129,813

Electrical Engineer

$93,584

$99,323

$121,175

$130,011

$130,447

$135,084

$131,601

$153,483

Software Developer

$100,453

$107,414

$113,639

$119,316

$114,766

$126,835

$122,621

$161,073

Manager
Manufacturing

$109,572

$117,498

$125,452

$131,614

$132,887

$135,646

$135,367

$176,592

R&D Manager
(Technical)

$132,030

$141,691

$155,154

$160,528

$141,783

$169,830

$167,120

$215,063

* Base salaries based on Level 2 (Intermediate level with 5 to 7 years experience) at the 75 th percentile, all industries combined.
Currency exchange based on the 2021 yearly average: U.S.$1.00 = CA$1.2535.
Source: Economic Research Institute Inc., 2022.
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Funding for the smart transportation industry

Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF)
▪ Repayable or non-repayable contributions up to
50% of eligible costs for projects up to $500M
▪ All industrial and technological sectors to support
innovation
ESSOR (innovative manufacturer)
▪ Refundable (interest-free & low interest loans)
and non-refundable contributions
▪ Up to 15% of the capitalizable expenses

Scientific research and experimental development
(SR&ED) tax credit program
▪ A 15% tax credit from the Government of Canada
and a 14% refundable tax credit from the
Government of Québec
InnovÉÉ - PSO
▪ Contributions of up to 40% of eligible expenses for
collaborative industrial R&D projects related to the
electrical industry and the electrification of
transportation

Source: Ministère de l’Économie et de l’Innovation du Québec, 2019; Innovation, Science and Economic Developpement Canada, 2019; Investissement Québec, 2019.
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Tax credits to support the
development of clean
technologies
Federal tax credit for investments in cleantech
▪ Up to 30% in credit focused on net-zero technologies,
battery storage solutions and clean hydrogen*
Sustainable Development Technology Canada
▪ Grants financing to innovation and clean technology
projects up to 40% of eligible costs
Technoclimat – Transition énergétique Québec
▪ Supports development of technological innovations for
energy efficiency, renewable energy, bioenergy and
GHG reduction: up to 50% of eligible expenses for a
$3M limit

Seaway terminal of Sainte-Catherine © MRC de Roussillon

Note: * Details of the design of the credit to come at the next fiscal update in fall
2022.
Source: Department of Finance Canada, 2022; Technologies du développement
durable Canada, 2022.
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“The selection of
Montréal for the
company’s new center of
excellence highlights the
important contributions
Québec-based
organizations make to the
global energy industry
[…] The province hosts a
number of top research
institutions and leading
companies that are
making important strides
in fields like AI and
cyberdefense. We plan to
tap into that pool of
expertise.”
- Bill Strohecker, Canada
Country Managing Director,
Hitachi ABB Power Grids

“We are very proud to
partner with the Canadian
government in order to
contribute to the
innovative zero-emission
vehicle manufacturing
sector and help Canada
to achieve its
sustainability and
greener economy
targets”

“Greater Montréal is truly
a world leader in the field
[AI]. We want to contribute
to the world-wide
reputation of the
ecosystem by showing
how AI can be used for
public safety, especially
for school transportation
safety.”
- Jean Soulière, CEO at
BusPatrol

- Martin Lundstedt, CEO of
the Volvo Group

“We are glad to deepen
our relationship with
Canada by starting this
lab with the great city and
people of Montréal to
build the community and
the future of mobility […].
We know that to quickly
create and develop the
best AI and mobility
solutions, we must tap
both local talent and
global expertise.”
- Kenichiro Ito, chairman of
DENSO’s North America
Board of Directors and chief
executive officer of
DENSO’s North American
Headquarters
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06
Montréal International’s
Personalized, Free and
Confidential Services

Downtown Montréal © Montréal International

Montréal International, a single contact point for a series
of personalized, free and confidential services

Long-term
strategic support

Incentive programs
assistance

Economic data
and communications
services

Foreign workers
immigration
assistance

Government
relations facilitation

International
recruiting solutions
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Contact us
Montréal International
380 Saint-Antoine Street West
Suite 8000
Montréal, Québec H2Y 3X7
t +1 514-987-8191
www.montrealinternational.com
This document is the property of Montréal International. You are authorized to reproduce this document, in whole or in
part, provided that its content is not modified and that Montréal International is clearly identified as the originator of this
material. You shall not, in any circumstances, use the material in a manner that could create a false or misleading
impression with respect to the source of the material, including but without limitation, by means of a mark or mention
that does not refer to Montréal International.

